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Most of the crash sequence, which occurred in front of several thousand spectators, was
caught on video. The cause of the crash has been the source of major controversy. This
particular flight was the A's first passenger flight most of those on-board were journalists and
raffle winners. All the passengers survived the initial impact, but a woman and two children died
from smoke inhalation before they could escape. Official reports concluded that the pilots flew
too low, too slow, failed to see the forest and accidentally flew into it. The captain, Michel
Asseline, disputed the report and claimed an error in the fly-by-wire computer prevented him
from applying thrust and pulling up. In the aftermath of the crash, there were allegations that
investigators had tampered with evidence, specifically the aircraft's flight recorders "black
boxes". It was the third A delivered to Air France, the launch customer. Captain Michel Asseline,
44, had been a pilot with Air France for almost twenty years and had the following
endorsements: Caravelle ; Boeing , , and ; and Airbus A and A He was a highly distinguished
pilot with 10, flight hours. As Air France's technical pilot, he had been heavily involved in test
flying the A type and had carried out maneuvers beyond normal operational limitations.
Asseline had total confidence in the aircraft's computer systems. He was endorsed on the
Caravelle, Boeing and , and had qualified as an A captain three months before the accident. At
the time of the incident, only three of the new aircraft type had been delivered to Air France, and
the newest one in service for two days had been chosen for the flyover. Then, sightseeing
charter passengers would board and the aircraft would fly the short distance to the small
Habsheim aerodrome. The captain would make a low-level fly-pass over Runway 02, climb up
and turn back, and repeat the fly-pass over the same runway in the reciprocal direction Runway
This would be followed by a sightseeing trip south to Mont Blanc before the passengers would
be returned to Baselâ€”Mulhouse Airport. Finally, the aircraft would return to Paris. The pilots
had each had a busy weekend and did not receive the flight plan until the morning of the flight.
They received no verbal details about the flyover or the aerodrome itself. This distance was too
short for them to stabilise the aircraft's altitude and speed for the flyover. From higher up, the
forest at the end of 34R had looked like a different type of grass. But now that the aircraft was
performing its flyover at only thirty feet, the crew noticed the aircraft was lower than the
now-identified hazard that they were fast approaching. The crew applied full power and Asseline
attempted to climb. However, the elevators did not respond to the pilot's commands because
the A's computer system engaged its "alpha protection" mode meant to prevent the aircraft
from entering a stall. Less than five seconds later, the turbines began ingesting leaves and
branches as the aircraft skimmed the tops of the trees. The combustion chambers clogged and
the engines failed. The aircraft fell to the ground. Traditionally, pilots respect the inherent
dangers of flying at low speeds at low altitude, and normally, a pilot would not attempt to fly an
aircraft so close to stalling with the engines at flight idle minimum thrust setting in flight. In this
instance, however, the pilots involved did not hesitate to fly the aircraft below its normal
minimum flying speed because the purpose of the flyover was to demonstrate that the aircraft's
computer systems would ensure that lift would always be available regardless of how the pilots
handled the controls. Asseline's experience of flying the aircraft type at the outer limits of its
flight performance envelope may have led to overconfidence and complacency. During the
impact, the right wing was torn off, and the spilling fuel ignited immediately. Two fire trucks at
the airshow set off and an ambulance followed. Local emergency services were informed by
radio communication. Inside the aircraft, many of the passengers were dazed from hitting their
heads on the backs of the seats in front of them. Some passengers had difficulty unfastening
their seatbelts because they were unfamiliar with the mechanism which differs from the type
used in car seatbelts. The purser went to announce instructions to the passengers but the
public address system handset had been torn off. He then tried to open the left-side forward
door, which was blocked by trees. The door opened partway, and the emergency escape slide
began inflating while it was stuck partly inside the fuselage. The purser, a passenger, and a
flight attendant a guest from another airline managed to push the door fully open. In the
process, the purser and the passenger were thrown out of the fuselage with the slide landing on
top of them. The flight attendant then began evacuating the passengers but they soon began to
pile up at the bottom of the slide as their route was blocked by trees and branches. The egress
of the passengers was temporarily halted while the purser and another flight attendant began
clearing the branches. When the evacuation continued, the flight attendant stayed at the door,
helping passengers, until she began suffering from smoke inhalation. By this time, the fire had
entered the right side of the fuselage through the damaged floor section between seat rows 10
and A passenger tried to open the left-side overwing exit. It would not open, which was
fortunate as there was by that time a fire on the left wing. The panicking passengers now began
pushing toward the front of the cabin. A flight attendant standing in the centre of the cabin at
seat 12D was pushed into the aisle by a severely burnt passenger from 12F. Then, as she was

helping another passenger whose clothes were on fire, she was carried forward by the surge of
people rushing to escape. After the rush of people had left and the interior was fast becoming
toxic, she stood at the front door and called back into the cabin. There was no reply and the
thick black smoke made a visual check impossible, so she exited the fuselage. The evacuation
from the rear door had been fast and smooth thanks to the instructions from the flight
attendants at the rear of the aircraft. The medical team from the airshow arrived and began
examining the passengers. Ten minutes after the crash, the first of the fire trucks arrived. But
because of the forest, only the smaller vehicles were able to reach the wreckage. Apart from the
tail section, the aircraft was consumed by fire. Of people on board, three did not escape. One
was a disabled boy in seat 4F who was unable to move. Another was a girl in seat 8C, who was
unable to remove her seatbelt her younger brother had removed his own seatbelt but was
carried away by the rush of people before he could help his sister. The third was a woman who
had reached the front door and then returned to help the girl. Thirty-four passengers required
hospitalisation for injuries and burns. Both pilots received minor head injuries and also suffered
from smoke inhalation and shock. The translated version of the report can be found on the
Aviation Accidents Database. The plane's flight recorders were found still attached in the
unburnt tail section. Interruption of the power occurred forward of the tail sectionâ€”most
probably in the wheel-well area, which was heavily damaged. The transcription was later
clarified with the assistance of the pilots involved. Investigators found that the aircraft had been
airworthy, that its weight and centre-of-gravity had been within limits, and that there was no
evidence of mechanical or electronic systems failure. The flight deck crew believed that the
engines had failed to respond to the application of full power. Spectral analysis of the engine
sounds indicated that 0. This response of the engines complied with their certification data. The
official report from BEA concluded that the probable cause of the accident was a combination
of the following:. Furthermore, the bureau concluded that if the descent below feet was not
deliberate, it may have resulted from a failure by the crew to take proper account of the visual
and aural information available to them regarding the elevation "above ground level" AGL of the
aircraft. All five were found guilty. Asseline was initially sentenced to six months in prison along
with twelve months of probation. Asseline walked free from the court and said he would appeal
to France's highest court, the Cour de Cassation. According to French law , Asseline was
required to submit himself to the prison system before his case could be taken up by the Cour
de Cassation. In , Asseline's appeal was rejected and his sentence was increased to ten months
of imprisonment along with ten months of probation. The television documentary series Mayday
also reports claims in Season 9 Episode 3 that the plane's flight recorder might have been
tampered with and indicated that four seconds had been cut from the tape; this was shown by
playing back a control tower tape and comparing it to the remaining tape. Asseline argues that
he attempted to apply thrust earlier than indicated in the flight recorder data. Asseline claims
that this indicated a problem with the aeroplane's fly-by-wire system rather than pilot error.
After a few seconds, Asseline claims, he became worried that the plane's completely
computerised throttle control had malfunctioned and responded by pulling the throttle all the
way back then forward again. By that time the aircraft had touched the trees. Mayday also looks
at the theory that it was the computer at fault, not the pilots. When the crew suddenly asked the
plane for more power and lift, it simply ignored them. It was also claimed by the Institute of
Police Forensic Evidence and Criminology, based in Switzerland, that the flight data recorders
may have been switched and were not the original ones in the airplane. Plane" and included an
interview with Captain Michel Asseline, survivors, and accident investigators. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Aviation accident at Habsheim air show. France portal Aviation portal s
portal. Archived from the original PDF on 12 November Aviation Safety Network. Retrieved 9
May Air Disaster Volume 3. Australia: Aerospace Publications. April Retrieved on 3 February
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and written by Heywood Gould , whose screenplay was based on his book of the same name.
The film tells the story of a young New York City business student, Brian Flanagan, who takes
up bartending in order to make ends meet. Released on 29 July , by Walt Disney Pictures under
its adult film label Touchstone Pictures , Cocktail features an original music score composed by
J. Peter Robinson. He talks about making a million dollars. Brian goes to many interviews but is
laughed out of all the corporate jobs because he lacks a degree. Brian gets a part-time job as a
bartender at night while studying for a business degree by day. Over time, he learns the tricks
of the trade, including flairing , from his mentor, Doug Coughlin. His advice usually begins with
"Coughlin's Law. Eventually, Brian and Doug's bartending act becomes popular and they end
up working at a trendy nightclub. As their popularity rises, Brian becomes the focus of attention
from a woman named Coral. Coral is a wealthy photographer. Doug is alarmed that Coral is
coming between their partnership and bets Brian that Coral will leave by week's end.
Unbeknownst to Brian, Doug tricks Coral into sleeping with him. He secures his bet by sharing
a kiss with Coral in front of Brian. Coral breaks up with Brian. Brian and Doug get into a fight,
ending their partnership. Three years later, Brian has taken a job in Jamaica as a bartender at a
resort to raise money for his own place. He finds a romantic partner in Jordan Mooney, an
aspiring artist and waitress that he meets on the beach. Doug shows up in Jamaica, now
married to Kerry, a wealthy woman who openly flirts with other men. Doug bets Brian that he
couldn't "pick up" a new customer named Bonnie, a wealthy older woman. Brian accepts the
challenge and wins Bonnie over. As they go back to Bonnie's room, Jordan sees them.
Devastated, she takes a plane back to New York City. The next morning, Brian regrets sleeping
with Bonnie. He goes to find Jordan but learns that she's gone. He reluctantly assumes the role
of kept-boy and grows annoyed by her lifestyle. They have a blow-up during an art exhibit when
Brian gets into a fight with the artist. Brian and Bonnie break up. Brian shows up at the diner
where Jordan works. She rejects his flirting but agrees to listen to his apology after work. They
talk but Brian keeps saying the wrong things. Then, to his surprise, she tells him she is
pregnant with his child, and tells him to leave. He decides to prove to her that, despite being a
bartender, he would make a worthy father. Brian learns that her family is wealthy, and goes to
her parents' Park Avenue penthouse to speak with her. Jordan's father attempts to buy Brian
off, but he refuses the money. Jordan refuses his advances, not wanting to be hurt again. Brian
meets up with Doug, who confides that his wife's money is nearly gone, lost in the commodities
market. Doug is unwilling to admit to his bride the precarious position they are in. Later, Kerry
makes Brian take her home when Doug is too drunk to do so. Once inside her apartment, she
attempts to seduce him. Brian stops it from going any further out of respect for his friendship
with Doug. Kerry is angry at being rejected and calls Brian a coward. Brian goes to check on
Doug and discovers he has slashed his throat and wrists with a broken bottle. After the funeral,
Kerry sends Brian a letter, which is revealed to be Doug's suicide note. Brian realizes that Doug
killed himself because his life was a sham. Reeling from losing his friend to suicide, he returns
to Jordan's parents' home and begs her again for forgiveness. He tells her that Doug killed
himself because he was too proud to ask for help and that Brian doesn't want to make the same
mistake. He promises to take care of her and their child. Brian and Jordan leave together, with
her father pledging not to give a dime to the couple. Brian and Jordan get married and have
their wedding reception at his Uncle Pat's bar in Queens. At the Grand Opening, Jordan reveals
that she is pregnant with twins. Brian offers free drinks to celebrate, much to his Uncle Pat's
chagrin. The film was based on Heywood Gould 's semi-autobiographical [4] novel published in
Gould had worked as a bartender in New York from to to support his writing career. Gould said
he "met a lot of interesting people behind the bar and very rarely was it someone who started
out wanting to be a bartender. They all had ambitions, some smoldering and some completely
forgotten or suppressed. Gould says the lead character "is a composite of a lot of people I met,
including myself in those days. I was in my late 30s, and I was drinking pretty good, and I was
starting to feel like I was missing the boat. The character in the book is an older guy who has
been around and starting to feel that he's pretty washed-up. Universal bought the film rights and
Gould wrote the script, changing it from his novel. He says the studio put the project in
turnaround "because I wasn't making the character likable enough. I would fight them at every
turn, and there was a huge battle over making the lead younger, which I eventually did. Gould
later admitted that the people who wanted him to make changes "were correct. They wanted
movie characters. Characters who were upbeat and who were going to have a happy ending and
a possible future in their lives. That's what you want for a big commercial Hollywood movie. So I
tried to walk that thin line between giving them what they wanted and not completely betraying
the whole arena of saloons in general. Tom Cruise expressed interest in playing the role, which
helped get it financed. It was a matter of making the character more idealistic, more
hopefulâ€”he's got his life ahead of him. He turns on the charm, without the cynical bitter edge

of the older guys. Bryan Brown later said the original script "was one of the very best
screenplays I had ever read. Very dark Tom Cruise is a very sweet man, he was then and still is.
But when Tom came in, the movie had to change. The studio made the changes to protect the
star and it became a much slighter movie because of it. Gould says the tricks involving
throwing bottles was not in the book, but something he showed Cruise and Bryan Brown. They
used it and it became a prominent feature of the film. A music score was originally done by
Maurice Jarre. A new score was added at the last minute. But we had a really great time. And
Tom was so much fun, just a ball to work with, both on and off camera. Despite its box office
success, the film received overwhelmingly negative reviews from critics. The website's critical
consensus reads, "There are no surprises in Cocktail , a shallow, dramatically inert romance
that squanders Tom Cruise's talents in what amounts to a naive barkeep's banal fantasy.
Vincent Canby of The New York Times gave a negative review, calling it "an upscale, utterly
brainless variation on those efficient old B-movies of the s and 40s about the lives, loves and
skills of coal miners, sand hogs , and telephone linemen, among others. I was accused of
betraying my own work, which is stupid. So I was pretty devastated. I literally couldn't get out of
bed for a day. The good thing about that experience is that it toughened me up. In , Cruise said
the film "was not a crowning jewel" in his career. However, the official soundtrack single, The
Beach Boys ' " Kokomo ", was commercially successful and topped the charts in America,
Australia and Japan. The song was nominated for a Grammy and a Golden Globe. Additionally,
Cruise's other film in was his co-starring role in the Best Picture -winning film Rain Man ,
alongside Dustin Hoffman. In doing so, he became the first and as of , only actor to star in a
Worst Picture Razzie winner and Best Picture Oscar winner in the same year. The film has gone
on to attain cult film status. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the film, see Cocktail
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